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Trying to understand

One dead, 19
wounded after
Wed. Montreal
shooting
Shooter active participant in Columbine
massacre online
game, hoped to die
a mangled mess.
according to Web

blog | Page 5
Men continue
to beat women
in enrollment
Even after opening
it's doors to women
in 1972. Men still lead
the way in highest
amount of student
enrollment at Notre
Dame|Page 5

Falcons fly
south to play in
Florida
BG football team
to play Florida
International on
Saturday | Page 6

Everyone place
your bets

MIKE SCHCll

The BG News staff
makes predictions
about upcoming

Students and demonstrators work out their differences

college football
games | Page 7

."

By Dave Herrera
In Focus Editoi
i nun chaos came compassion.
Out of emotion came understanding.
Such n conclusion would not
have seemed possible foi those
who witnessed the whirlwind of
bitter protest and discord that
took place outside the Union
yesterday.

but unless they kepi watching, the) would have missed
ihe dialogue move to the point
where all sides turned to constructive criticism.
Considering the fiery conversation that led to the shift - essentially a product of coincidence
and faith — ii was a stunning
display of civility and commitment in progress.
The process began sometime

yesterdaj morning, when eight
traveling evangelicals began to
demonstrate in front OfI he Union
not in itself a rare event on
campus. The group soon spread
to areas around the Education
Building and
Math/Science
Building, carrying massive signs
and passing out literature.
I hey were members of the
Warner ki family, who live oir the
road while (raveling from cam-

pus to campus to *|share| the
gospel." according to one member, Sarah.
"We just come and we go." said
another member, Abraham.
But several students later
complained they were harassed
in famil) members as the)
walked past.
"I was told I was worthless and
See CHAOS | Page 2

Get your
ice cold
Oktoberfest
The 45 minute trip to
Ann Arbor is worth

Speaker talks
about Greataunt's tragedy

Swanton stabbing causes Hair-Raising Event

while for the German
festival | Page 9

Headliners
finds a few
profits
The Lostprophets
ride into Toledo to
play at Howard's
this Wednesday
| Page 9

I

Do you think pilots
should be able to

By Mog.in Schmidt
Reporter

When local media reported the
stabbing of Swanton resident
Patricia Saunders, Denise Sotn ol
Soto Salon and Spa was both mortified and motivated.
Saunders, a long-time client
of Soto's salon, recovered, but
lost her two children, Lauren, It).
and lacob, 5, after her husband
fatally shot both of them alter
stabbing her.
The tragedy prompted Soto

to create a fundraiser — the liistannual Hair Raising Event, scheduled lor tomorrow from II a.m.
to (i p.m. in IVrrvshiirg's ( ountt)
Charm shopping Canter In from
ol the new Salon Professional
Academy — not only to honor
Saunders and her children, but
also to donate money to area
domestic violence shelters.
" I he IN bole thing really hit home
[for Sotol," Carle) Brumbaugh,
operations manager at the I lair
i lattery, a Bowling Green salon participating In the event, said. "She
look notice ol the far I that main

UPCOMING EVENTS
In addition to ptftxipatirig in the Ha*
R#yng Event tomorrow. Bowling Green s

KRISTEN ROSS.
freshman. Music
Education
"I think there is
enough security I
don't see a reason for
there to be guns."
| Page 4

TODAY
Mostly Sunny
High: 78. Low: 54

By Dana Fraaman
Reporter
Driving along Pearl Street in
downtown Howling (,reen you
wouldn't expect to see a farmer's market. I lowever, in front of
the school bus garage you'll find
just that.
When Kaylene Smith, owner
of The Vitality Shoppe on Pearl
Street, decided to start a farmer's market, she struggled with
finding a location for it. I he
market couldn't be held at The
Vitality Shoppe because it is
private property. Instead, Smith
acquired permission to hold it in
front of the bus garage, which is

public property,

(
TOMORROW
Sunny
High: 82, Low: 58

k

Beginning the third week in
lune, the market has been held
every Saturday, rain or shine,
from 9 a.m. until 1 p.m. Smith

plans to continue this schedule
through September.
Only two farmers have been
taking their produce there from
the very first week. Farmers
Raymond and Pinky Sheets saw
an ad In the newspaper advertis
ing for local farmers to sell their
products and decided to t ry thci r
luck that Saturday.
The Sheets' own free range
hens and collect their eggs to
sell each Saturday. Hens that
are confined tend to be dirtier
and less healthy than free range
hens. These hens are fed a blend
of corn and soybean meal,
which is high in protein, that the
Sheets' grind themselves. The
corn and soybeans come from
their organic farm, meaning
that no sprays or pesticides have
See MARKET I Page!'

By Cassandra Shofar

Han Gallery wiH hold its own women's
shelter beauty-supply drive neit month

Rebecca White-Schooner put

■ The event: BYO.B CM Vour Own
Blow-Dryer")

herself aside for the evening
and s|X)ke through the eyes of
her murdered great-aunt
Schooner - who spoke last
for Wood County Historical
Museum and Center's monthK tea series ■■ gave a first

■ Dates Oct 3-7
■ The deal Donate your old blow-dryers,
flat irons and curling irons and buy
new ones for 50 percent oft the original price The old beauty supplies will
be donated to local women's shelters

See SWANTON | Page 2

Children's artwork flies into
Jerome Library
By Sarah Viroit
Reporter
For a limited lime in the
lerome library there is an
exhibit originating from Italy,
but there is a catch. Instead
of famous paintings done by
the mature and elite artists
ol the world all the artwork is
done by children under the
age of 8.
Where Ideas leant to My' is
a new informational exhibit
located on the second floor
of the lerome Library until
October Kith.
I'hc exhibit started out of
Reggio Emilia, Italy under
the name of The Hundred
languages of Children,' with
the goal of educating parents
and teachers on how to enrich
their children's lives with proj-

person narrative of Malinda

like Cocoon

carry guns on planes?

Bowling Green farmers
market plows into success

I

shelters generally take people
under a certain income bracket.
Where are women of stature supposed to go?"
tomorrows event will feature
hair stylists from sixsalons in northwest Ofiki ami southeast Michigan
giving haircuts tor $15 |x-r adult
and SS per child. Customers can
also opt tor hair extensions pedicures, manicures and massages
at the event. Academy students
will help wash and blow-dry while
stylists from each salon cut eus-

ects, music, art. and a varlet)

of other forms of media. There
is an emphasis on lieaw par
cut and teacher involvement In
he lives of the children. While
the name may have changed
slightly on the trip to Ohio.
the fundamentals that the
program teaches have not.
"B(; has the largest early
childhood education program
in the state, so we felt this is
where the exhibit needs to be."
said Vicki Knauerhasc. Child
Development Specialist.
The program "highlights
the importance of any adult in
the life of the child." according to a Hundred Languages
of Children pamphlet. The
large 4-by-8 feel panels of the
exhibit are coveted with infor-

Aglcr's life and tragic death in
1945 at the hands of her husbandWalter Agler. who in turn,
shot himself.
The title of the "tea" —
which is put on each month
by a museum volunteer group
called The Teabags" — was
"Murder in llaskins."
At the museum, around
50 or so museum members
and local residents gathered
in a cozy room around tables
sprinkled with hors d'oeuvrcs.
mini-sandwiches,
cheese
quesadillas, desserts and of
course, tea.
Schooner — who does oral
histories, genealogies and studies local liistory—once worked
and volunteered at the museum in the mid-90s. giving tours
to people and Ix'ingassistant to
the director.
little did she know, she
stood many rimes in front ol
tin' display that housed Walter
Agler's murder weapon, a
revolver not much larger than
a human hand.

See LIBRARY | Page 2

VISIT B6NEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS. UPDATES. MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

See TRAGEDY | Page 2
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POLICE
BLOTTER

SWANTON

CHAOS

From Page 1
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THURSDAY
11:05 a.m.
Unknown subjects took wallet containing J47 taken from
unlocked vehicle on North Mam
Street. A passerby picked up
the wallet on the street later and
returned it to the owner's home.
12:04 p.m.
Rear plate stolen from motorcycle
on Sandridge.
2:45 p.m.
Two residents at The Enclave
repot!- •
ipdrtment
2:55 p.m.
Parkview Drive resident reported
being harassed by former employer.
5:55 p.m.
• reported at West
Wooster Street school.
6:14 p.m.
Three young males were doing
tncks near and on the snat«
outside the union.
4:52 p.m.

phone calls.
t:42 p.m.
A victim fell off her bil
ed injury to her head and
face, she was transported to the
hospital.
10:45 p.m.
ibjects were observed m
Lot 6 breaking glass bottles, an
officer located the suspects.
FRIDAY
1:51 a.m.
Unwanted subject reported at
Wood County Hospital. Subject
homeless and had been a pal
previously. Officers advised him
■

1:59 a.m.
Two college-age males reported
i about college football on
Cnm Street. Both subjects were
warned for disorderly conduct.
2:21a.m.
dropped his
it int on East
Wooster Street.

I was going lo hell for not
taking their literature," said
Adam Dunn, a sophomore.
Another student. Aryn
Griffis, said she was "surrounded" by family members.
"I just think that it's ridiculous," Griffis said.
Warnecki family members denied the charges, but
some students were less than
pleased, and a small group
decided lo respond.
They quickly made a
series of their own signs and
came back to protest the
Warneckis' methods.
"Jesus was a lew... think for
yourself," read one.
"Instead of them preaching,
this is what we believe'... they
were just like, 'you guys are
all sinners and you're going
to hell," said Kaylee lluckaby,
a freshman.
"A lot of us were upset," said
Lindsay Fitzgerald, a freshman carrying signs with
I luckaby. "I don't believe that
they should impose on other
people's beliefs."
The Warneckis left the area
by around 1 p.m., but back by
the Union, another speaker
had started to proselytize in
the speakout zone next to the
front doors.
Severalstudentsalso accused
the man, Zachary Goatcs, 34,
of verbal harassment.
"We've been accosted by him
before," said Townsend Smith,
a freshman, "this is getting a
little out of hand."
Soon, the students with
signs made their way to where
( o.iii", was speaking, holding
them up next to Coates as a
large crowd began to gather.
Coates, who said he was
a carpenter,
remained
unfazed as all sides heatedly
exchanged words.

M1KESCHFLL

FACE TO FACE: Student Wes Strieter shares his poini o( views on the mallet with Coates in from ol the Union

FREEDOM OF SPEECH
Eventually, the tension was
loo much for Wes Strieter, a
Although groups can reserve space lor demonslralrons. students who encounter problems
junior.
lie harassment can talk lo Union staff or campus poke, said Michael Gmsburg. interim
associate dean of students
"1 had been standing here for
"If
[groups] are being aggressive there still are options" Ginsburg said "I'm glad to hear the
a little while." Strieter said. "I
end resulr was dialogue'
basically ran right up to him ...
|and| everybody started joinexplained how they had been another.
ing in."
By all accounts, the discusBut rather than escalate the offended.
Eventually, both sides sion, which lasted well past
situation, the sudden physical
closeness resulted in surpris- began to came to terms two hours, ended on an overing turnaround: Coates and and even started discussing whelmingly positive note.
"ICoates'l whole message has
the Students slopped scream- theology.
"Oh. I see where he's com- been right," said Christopher
ing and started to talk.
Calmly but with deep per- ing from," one person said as Biggins, a senior.
Now the conversation and
sonal conviction! both sides Coates explained his views.
"What are your views on "his deliverance," Biggins said,
discussed the problems of
Coates' approach and students the state of the dead?" asked "is coming in love."

"If he came home and didn't like what was

TRAGEDY

for dinner, I got a face full of meat loaf

From Page 1

Prior to one of her aunt's telling her about the murder/suicide
when she was dying of cancer.
Schooner knew nothing of the
event for most of her life.
"it was such a taboo topic in my
family ... nobody talked about it."
Schooner said. "It was shameful,
not something you talked about."
As soon as she foundout about
the displayed gun, Schooner
had to take a look at it through
new eyes.
"1 came over. I had lo go check
it out, it was a strange feeling"
she said while slowing shaking her
head. "It's a little spooky."
Malinda married Walter in 1923.
They had one girl and two boys
and lived in I laskins, a small town
eight miles north of BG.
"The Agler's seemed like an
average couple but few knew of
the tumultuous rage that lived
inside Walter," said the museum
press release.
Walter was an alcoholic who
abused Malinda for most of their
marriage. Schooner said during
her narrative.
"I'm sure I was no peach to live
with either, 1 had a temper too but
when Walter's temper fired, you

LIBRARY
From Page 1

mat ion about the program,
projects and photos that the
children involved have created as
well as personal narratives from
people involved all across Ohio.
"The exhibit is very large and
there is a lot of information,"
Knauerhase said, "We would
recommend people, even those
not majoring in Early Childhood
Education but who are interested

that night."
Rebecca Schooner | Wood County Historical Museum Speaker

and then fell when he then shot
himself in the temple.
Unfortunately, he didn't kill
himself right away and lay On the
floor for an hour before Waller ]r.
came home and found his mother
dead and father dying according
to a 1945 article by the Sentinel

Tribune,
would leave," Schooner said while
recnacting Malinda "If he came
home and didn't like what was for
dinner, I got a face full of meal loaf
that night."
Waiter displayed other acts
of spile such as throwing newly
washed laundry on the floor
and urinating on it because
he didn't like how it was done,
Schooner said.
I jke many women in domestic
violence situations, when Waller
blamed her for all the wrongs in
his world and all the abuse, she
believed him.
Although Malinda tried to keep
the abuse out of sight of the children, they slill knew about it and
were scared of their lather, usually keeping a distance from him,
Schooner said.
Finally Malindahadhadcnough,
decided to leave Waller and went
to Deputy Sheriff Meagley.
"1 told Marie IMalinda's sister] I
was leaving Walter," Schooner said
while pretending lo l>e Malinda
"IThe Deputy! said he'd take care

in children, go through the exhibit
at least once, but probably two or
more times so you can absorb all
the information."
The Program reaches out to
children and gets down on their
level while explaining die simple
fundamentals of the things they
encounter everyday. The program
uses highlights such as responsiveness, protection, affection, and
respect when dealing with children of all ages.
One five year old by the name of
lermaine drew a very detailed picture of a stick person with thought

tomers' hair.
"We're all going to drop
our walls and come together
for this big event," Soto said.
"We'll have the chairs in the
parking lot and anyone can
come and get a nice, professional haircut."
All proceeds earned will
be given to facilities such as
Bowling Green's Cocoon shelter and the YWCA's Battered
Women's Shelter in Toledo.
All six salons participating
in the I lair Raising Event also
provide mentoring and training for the Salon Professional
Academy, a new beauty
school in Perrysburg which
Soto helped open.
Even when the Hair
Raising Event is over, Soto
said she will continue working against domestic violence through the Salon
Professional Academy,
She plans to offer students
a class on how to recognize
signs of domestic abuse in
clients and get them the help
they need.
Lynn iacquot, director of the YWCA's Battered
Women's shelter, agreed
that people in the hair profession needed the training
Soto wants to provide in
determining where abuse
is taking place more than
almost anyone.
"1 think it makes perfect
sense," Iacquot said. "Women
feel open talking to their hair
stylists, so while the hair
stylists might be aware that
something is going on with a
client, they might not be sure
of how to approach it exactly.''
Brumbaugh said a trip to
the salon often makes women
feel relaxed and more ready
lo admit to all kinds of problems they are having.

of the matter if I would swear out a
warrant, I told him I was ready."

The day before the Incident,
Malinda and Walter had a light
where she made the mistake of
telling him she w-as going to leave

him. Schooner said
He acted like he didn't take her
serious and put it off as an empty
threat, however, the next day
unveiled the ghastly truth.
"Waller lold the bartender that
afternoon that he was 'going home
lo siiooi (he old lady."' Schooner
said. "The bartender thought he
was joking."
Malinda's daughter had

moved out ofthe house already,
and thai day her middle child,
Walter |r. Aglcr, who was in
his teens was at school, while
Malinda's three-year-old son
David Aglet slept upstairs.
She planned on taking the
kids and leaving once Waller |r.
was off of school but their father
came home from work early and
shot Malinda in the neck, who
stumbled halfway up the stairs

bubbles above their head.
He explained his picture by
saying "The brain holds the air
so you can talk like when it's
cold outside and the air comes
to your mouth, Ideas come from
your brain. Your brain helps you
change your ideas."
There are many oilier examples
of children's art surrounding the
entire exhibit. There are pictures
on the panels, there are books
made by the children sitting on a
table for people to view and even
a slideshow of photographs con
stantly showing on a TV.

David had slept through the
whole incident.
Because Malinda's family didn't
have a lot of money and Walter
had an old insurance policy
Malinda was buried next to him,
Schooner said.
"So 1 get to spend eternity next
in the peraon who tcx>k me out of
this world," Schooner concluded,
through die eyes of Malinda.
Most of Schooner's narration
was taken from some ul Malinda's
own diary entrees, Malinda's
younger sister's scrapbook of
information about the murder
and other articles of information
and accounts of the Incident
"I thought it was very interesting, very entertaining," said BG
resident Clara Bennett, who has
altended quite a few lea events, "It
would rank right up there."
Another woman in attendance
who lives across the street and
three houses down from the
Aglers' house said that her parents
lived in her house when the murder/suicide happened.

These drawings and comments illustrate that the children involved with the Reggio
approach are not only learning
whal they have lieen laugh), but
understand it well enough to
explain il to others, and express
the knowledge through their an.
"We are pleased that we
could partner with the College
of Education and Human
Development in bringing diis
exhibit to campus," said Sara
Bushong. interim chair of Jerome
library's Archival Collections and
Branches. "This exhibit has great
significance because it places great
emphasis on the child's intellectual
development.

MARKET
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been used on their produce.
"They're a healthier chicken"
said Raymond Sheets.
The Sheets' chickens also eat
grass and whatever else they
may find picking through the
gravel I heir water is changed
Iwo to three times each day.
"Chickens are very entertaining, each have their own personality" Raymond Sheets said.
Lynn Seigfreid became
involved with the market about
a month afier it began. Kaylene
Smith visited a farmers market being held in Perrysburg to
inform othersabout the one she
began in Howling Green.
"That's a wonderful market.
It's brand new. It grows every
week" Seigfreid said.
Seigfreid brings salad mix,
sprouts, cucumbers, and other
vegetables to the market, like
most of the farmers at Smith's
market. Seigfreids produce is
organic, but not certified by
the United States Department
of Agriculture. According to
Seigfreid, to be certified by the
IISDA an official must come to
your property to certify you.
The certification process is
relatively expensive and allows
more pesticides or chemicals to
get past the process than she
allows. Seigfreid does not want
to be classified with those who
are USDA organically certified
because she feels she has h igher
standards for herself.
"I don't believe in bringing
anything on the land (hat isn't
there naturally" Seigfreid said.
All of the farmers that bring
goods to sell to the market
are local, mostly from Wood
(lounty. One farmer who brings
turkey, chicken, and pork products to the market has remarkably fresh meat. This farmer's
wife actually plays with the pigs
on the farm.
By doing this, their meat is
more tender than that of pork

WHERE TO 60
Bowling Gfeen's famers Marfcel
Salurdays900am 100pm.

products you would find in an
ordinary grocery store. The pigs
have been living in a stress-free
environment all their lives. This
creates lower hormone levels
and a better pork product.
Kaylene Smith not only owns
the market, but also brings
goods to it to sell. Smith makes
and sells organic granola and
granola bars.
According to Elaine Gibbs,
an employee of The Vitality
Shoppe, people have tried to
reproduce Smith's recipe but
have been unable to do so
successfully. Customers come
back again and again to purchase the granola products.
Not only is Kaylene Smith
owner of The Vitality Shoppe,
she also is a wellness instructor and a personal life coach.
She teaches classes such as
"It's not what you're eating,"
a weight management class,
and also provides advice for a
healthier lifestyle.
On Saturday, there will be a
fall foods cooking demonstration beginning at 10:30 a.m. at
the farmer's market. This demonstration is just another way
for Kaylene Smith to connect
with the Bowling Green community and share her ideals of
healthy living.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
319 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH
(Across From Taco Bell)

www.johnnewloverealestate.com
Hours: M-F: 8:30-5:30, Sat: 8:30- 4:00

JIM'S AUTOMOTIVE
iday - Friday 7 30-5 00

Saturday 8 00-noon

With any termee you null he
entered in a $100 Wal-Mart
gift in rt I
High Tech Service For High Tech Cars.
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Over 40 Years Experience
ALL WORK GUARANTEED 6 MONTHS
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GET A LIFE

ontrea siooter
posted all on blog

CALENDAR Of EVENTS
So-, it ihr -*-A, „t«-. *..id,., feo- M^%(-

TODAY
9:30-11:50.
Resume Crrtique Week have (he center
loot over cover letters, resumes and ask
about your |ob search.

By Phil Couvr.tta

Career C«nter - M0 Saddlemire

The Associated Press

6:30-8:30 p.m.
UAO presents Fast and Furious Tokyo

Drift
Student Union Theater

SATURDAY
Pub Unplugged Karaoke
Union Pub

CORRECTIONS
In yesterdays issue of the BG News,
the operating hours for The Cookie Jar
and More were misprinted. The hours
are as follows Mon. 1-5 p.m.; Tues closed.
Wed. Thurs., Fri. 4- midnight. Sat.. Sun
noon - midnight The Cookie Jar and
More can be reached at (419) 554-8780

In an article and headline last Thursday,
the campus organization Cru was wrongly
attributed to being a Catholic Christian
Organization Guisanon-denommational Christian organization.

REMEMBERING: Amanda Isaac, a recent graduate, places flowers at Dawson College tn Montreal yesterday. Sept 14.2006 A gur
man went on a rampage Wednesday at the college killing one student and injuring 19. si' of them

Notre Dame seeks to
balance out the genders
SOUTH BEND, hid. -While
Notre Dame began accepting women in I'I7L'. 34 years
has not been quite enough
to balance out the male-tofemale ratio
current!) a
lopsided 53 percent men to
17 percent women.
"It is what it is and hopefully,
once we review our numbers
at the end of this year, we can
go deeper into finding a solution." Arts and Letters Associate
Director Ava Preacher said
Though the Admissions Office
— which has iiecn "gender
blind since I'lll?
isworking
hard to maintain a solid equilibrium in each admitted class,
the gender imbalance heroines
more clear when students
separate among the live under
graduate colleges their sophomore year, Assistant Provost for
Admissions I Ian Saracino said.
The College ol Science boasts
more women than men. with
a ratio of 52 percent to If! percent ihei oilegeofArchitecture
is nearly even with 51 percent
men and 49 percent women.
The College of Business, however, maintains a roughly l-lo-.'l
ralio of women to men. with 38
percent women and (>2 percent
men. Saracino said.
Divisions in the remaining
two colleges, Arts and Letters
and engineering, were not as
close. Females leapfrog men
in Arts and letters, with a
ratio of 75 percent to 29 per
cent. Conversely the College of
Engineering has 73 percent men
and only 27 percent women.
Saracino said
Despite die breakdowns.
Saracino said intended majors
indicated by prospective sindents on their applications have
no bearing on their chances of
being admined.

"Quite candidly.
intended major
plays no role in
admissions
decisions."
"Quite candidly, intended
major plays no role In admissions decisions." he said. That
being said, we also do not look at
one's intended major' on his or

her application
knowing full
well that students will change
their minds about their academic intents quite often — when
arrivingal out decisions."
Many students, particularly
those pursuing double or supplementary majors between
two colleges, said the gender
gaps are becoming Increasingly noticeable
"There's definitely a big discrepancy." said senior Turin
Barbas, who is pursuing a
major in marketing and a supplementary major in gender
studies. "From nn experience,
business fields sue h as finance
and accounting is male-dominated, marketing is split 50-50,
and gender studies is Icinalecloniinaled"
Those splits, Barbas said, max
be due to perceived psychological differences between the
sexes, She believes her marketing major allows her the best <>i
both worlds
"More men have a tendency to go to business and science because ii requires more

Dawson Ball

BERKELEY, Calif, - Michigan
has ti question for California:
Was ii a good Idea to prohibit, as
your voters did in 199fi, the use
of race- and gender-based affirmative action by public schools
and government agencies for
hiring, contracting and admissions decisions?
fen years ago, the issue raged
in California just as it does now
in Michigan in the run-up to the
Nov. 7 election and a vote on the
Michigan Civil Rights Initiative.
or.MCKI.
like backersof Ihe MCltl. proponents of the nearly identical
California CM! nights Initiative,
known as Proposition 209,
promised a pathway to a colorblind society. Its opponents
forecast an end to opportunity
lor women and minorities.
A decade later, some results
are tangible: fewer Mrican
Americans at elite state unfversities and an apparent reduction in cost for road contracts
awarded without consideration
of race and gender.
Bui would California do it
again?
"In a heartbeat." said Ward
Connerly. the former University
of California regent who led the
campaign to pass 209. (onncily
is also a principal organizer of
the MCRI campaign.
Even opponents ague thai
Callfomlans aren't ready to
repeal the proposition.

rim Eva Paterson, who heads
a coalition dedicated to doing
away with 209. said she thinks
that California voters souicdav
will realize their mistake.
" I here are fewer oppoituni
lies for minorities and women."
Paterson said. "California is
worse off."
Hard evidence about the
effect of 209 is fragmentary and
hard to interpret.
Alter its enactment black and
Hispanic enrollment declined
sharply at die University ol
California systems elite schools
- Berkeley and UCLA.
At UCIA this fall's freshman
class includes just 90 African
Americans (about 2 percent)
— a 30-year low, Other reports
have documented drops in
minority and female faculty on
some campuses and suggested
a decline in ihe number of government contracts awarded to
minority- and female-owned
businesses.
But other research shows that
overall minority cninllmenl al
the elite schools has stabilized al
lower levels, that overall minority enrollment is at or above
pre-209 levels and thai system
wide, California was among
the national leaders in degrees
awarded to nonwhite students
Still, African Americans, 6
percenl of California!) population, did not keep pace with the
increases in the attainment of
college degrees by while, \sian
or I lispanic Californians during
the last III vears

AMYIEANG

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION NOT FAIR?: Elizabeth Samano. V. in downto
amanodoesno::
I -< T don't
think someone should be hired because of their race" sad Samano a cafe owrw in a small
northern California town and daughter of Mexican immigrants 'But I don't think people
should not be hired because of theinace either Therf
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before .is i i.i/\' ,uu\ postal."
\t another point, he said he
liked to play Super Columbine
Massacre," an Internet-based
computer game thai simulates
Ihe April 20, 1999, shootings at
ilu1 Colorado high school by two
students who killed 13 people
and then themselves.
"His name is French, you will
come to know him as the \ngel
ol I leath," he wrote on his vam
pirefreaks.com profile.

MURPHY

opt lot Arts and Letters because
lliey are more analytical." liarbas
said. "I think marketing is mote
creative and leans towards the
liberal arts, therein drawing
more women toil."

Under Renovation

Pr.hi.rM K.„rt\m. C.

and desc i iheil his mood the night

Race shouldn't be an issue with hiring
M

By RohanAnand

MONTREAL — A man with a
black trench coat whose shooting
rampage in a Montreal college
killed one person and wounded
19 others before he died amidst
gunfire said on a bing in his name
that he liked to play a role-play.
ing Internet came about the
Columbine massacre
Police identified the gunman
who opened lire at Dawson
College on Wednesday as
Kimveer dill. 25, of Laval, near
Montreal, said layson (lanihiei
of Quebec provincial police, He
suffered two gunshot wounds,
< ,aiithier said.
Authorities believe police killed
him but would not rule out the
possibility that he turned a gun
on himself, hi'said
Six shooting victims were in
ei it K il condition including two
In extremely critical condition,
ihe dead student was identified as An.ist.i-.ia DeSousa, in.
of Montreal.
A unman who answered the
phone at Gills home and said he
was her son described him as "a
good man."
"lust ask anybody \sk the
neighbors. He was a good son," the
woman told The Associated Press.

She refused to give her name.
The woman added that police
took ins computer, "i don't know
what hey found in the computer.
Ihej took everything," she said.
In postings on a Web site called
Yampirelrcaks.com, blogs in
i,ill's name show more than 50
photos depicting the young man
in various poses holding a rifle
and donning a black trench coal
and combat hunts.
One photo has a tombstone
with his name on it and the epil.ipli: lived lasi died young. Left
a mangled ellipse."
I he last ol si\ journal entries
Wednesday was posted at 10:41
a.m. about two hours before
the gunman was shot to death
at Dawson.
He said on Ihe site thai he v.,is
drinking whiskej In the morning

POSTEDGAS
Ptia WITH YOUR

BGSU ID
'i " il
Mon-F.i:8-12*1-4'W
SMS IrUpfeSi
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.
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Big Boy
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OPINION
PEOPLE ON

lE STREET

0

The other day i happened to
be at a large meeting where
the topic of discussion was
sexual harassment and how
the University handles this
delicate matter.
I must say. this discussion
got me thinking. I myself am
not altogether sure of how to
Identify sexual harassment
And what's more, what should
I do if I experience sexual
harassment dining my time
as a student of Bowling Green
State University-'
I realized I have no idea how
I would, or should, handle
such a situation and I think
that is a problem,
During this discussion ol
sexual harassment, we all
had different experiences we
brought to the table. Yet we
arrived at several conclusions.
Although BGSU has a wonderful sexual harassment prevention lest (inline, not enough
people are exposed to it.
I believe thai all Incoming
freshmen should be required
to take this test, along with the
Alcohollxlu program.
I also think that a brief sexual harassment training session
should be included as a parl of
Hi iX weekend,
It would probably have a
far more practical application
than another half hour sea
sion of "Where do your values
come from."'
I think it's important for
young men and women to
learn about sexual harassment,
While it is incredibly rare
that they will deal with any
harassment from an instructor
or other university employee,
there is a high chance they will
face harassment from a peer or
co-worker.
Sexual harassment comes
in many forms, and it's important to know how to identify it.
Furthermore, it's critical that
we all know how to handle
harassment.
lor instance, let's say a
young, nineteen year old freshmen girl starts working at a
local bar and grille.
Fresh out of high school, she
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Do you think pilots should be able to carry guns on planes?

NATE
RUCKDASCHEL.
Freshman. Business

CHAD FRANK. Star).

University
needs more
awareness

past five years. - Dick Cheney, from Time.com.

'Yes. so 9/11 has a
wallet chance of
happening again.

I "No. but I think a bow
staff would be cool"

ilERIMWETHIRN
■PINION C01UMNIS1

"I don't know how much better you can do than no. no attacks for the

"Security should
continue what they re
doing now I prefer
no guns on planes"

"No."

SEAN PAYTON.

BETHANI SIMON
STRAUB, Freshman.
Fine Art

anything extra for dieir certification to carry a weapon.
Many pilots believe they have
a responsibility to the people on
their planes and to the people on
the ground.
If a plane is taken over by ter-

loiisis. well you know what can
happen. Not only can they kill
the people on the plane, bin
also they can kill people on the
ground. 1-ook at September 11;
the planes only carried about 300
of the 3,500 people who died that
fateful day
During a flight, die pilot is die
last line of defense in the airplane.
Ilie passengers are misting the
pilot knows what he is doing and
he knows hi AV to keep the peopleon the flight Safe, lliey are putting
their lives into the pilot's hands
Many iif the pilots in training
here at BGSU believe its their
responsibility to keep their passcngers safe T1iey think if some
one Ls trying to take over a plane,
we. as pilots, need to prevent diat
from happening.
And there are some who pose
a equally valid argument, if a
terrorist group wanted to take
over a plane, all lliey would have
to do is get more people on the
plane than there are bullets in
the gun. Whet] a pilot runs out
ol ammunition, they quickly run
out of options,
Many of the passengers who
BIB against guns in the cockpit anholding onto the Hollywood misconception of a 250-pound man
being sucked through a window
with a htillel hole in it. The odds
of this happening are very slim. As

With the live-year anniversan ol
September 11 this week, many
people are looking at the security
ofour airports, our borders, our
planes and uur lives.
Many are also considering the
question, "are we safer than we
were five years ago?"'
As a pilot in training here at
BGSU, I am looking at the security of airlines Horn a different
perspective.
In 2002 the Federal Aviation
Administration set into action
Section 128 of the Aviation and
transportation Secudtj vt.
which allows pilots with proper
training and certification to
carry a loaded Brearm In the
cockpit tube used at their discretion in the event of a threatening situation onboard
'Hie pilot is essentially given
the authority of God in the skies.
But getting this weapon is not
as easy as some may think.
The pilots are not paid by the
airline to get weapon certification, most pilots use their vacation time logo and get certified.
Then the pilots need to furnish
their own weapon, ammunition
and they are responsible for that
weapon whenever they are inside
of the "secure area" at an abport
Then is no compensation for
the pilot and they do not gel paid

todays People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for a

was seen in photos diat followed
the foiled terrorist attacks a few
months ago, planes can survive
massive amounts of damage and
still land safely.
In 19H8 an Aloha Airlines 737
landed safely after losing about
15 feet of cabin when the plane
suffered structural failure, liven
with sections of the fuselage
missing and a rapid decompression of the cabin, planes can
land safely.
A hole in the window of
an airplane is not enough to
bring the plane crashing down
to the ground.
In the end, the decision to carry
a weapon onto an airplane is left
up to the flight crew, the pilot and
co-pilot Is there more thai can IKdone? What if you are on a flight
where neither of the flight crew
has a gun?
Well in that event the pilots
turn their transponders to 7500.
This sends out a signal to radar
operators saying, "TOhave a
problem, and we need help,
now." There an' safeguanls i 11
place now that will keep you safe
in the air.
Overall with guns in the cockpit, we, as pilots, can almost prevent another September 11 from
happening again.
Information for ihlsarticle was
giliieredfrom RyingMagazine,a
monthly publication with articles
and editorials dealing u Wi the
world of flying.

Seatcarmn&toAnimHmmat
fermnX&asurau

See HARASSMENT Page5
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Kudos to students for rarely seen constructive dialogue
Finally one heated encounter ends in an intelligent
dialogue
The BG News would like to
exiend its thanks and its congratulations to the students
involved in yesterday's Union
Oval protest.
In an article In today's paper,
reporter Dave Hererra explains
the protest outside the Union as
well as its positive outcome.

Like we see so rarely, wliai could
have easily turned into a small
riot, or at the very least an isolated
assault, cooled to a calculated
excliange of ideas among adults.
This is the sort of conflict resolution this campus and indeed
the world needs to see more of.
These students when faced
wiih what they saw as an invasion
of their rights, first retaliated with
signs, then confronted the offend-

THE BG NEWS
HOLLY ABRAMS, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 434031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

er. I Icnry Coates. with words
The group managed to not only
explain their concerns to Coates.
but also listened to him as he
explained his side of the issue
We ask you, how many problems
could be solved in this manner?
I low many times haw encounters
such as these ended in unnceded
physical attacks? How many groups
have resorted to name calling and
screaming obscenities, sacrificing

their message?
We would like all the students
and faculty on campus to look
on this incident as an example of
the proper way to setde a debate.
These students have shown
us how to live up to our claim as
educated adults.
The next step is for us to recognize our part and continue to
show we can be reasonable and
fair in die face of diversity.

LAREN WEBER, EXECUTIVE EDITOR
ANDREA SUVKA. MANAGING EDITOR
CANDICE JONES. CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR
LISA HALVERSTADT. CITY NEWS EDITOR
ALISON KEMP, FEATURES EDITOR
DAVE HERRERA. IN FOCUS EDITOR
AMANDA HOOVER. OPINION EDITOR
RYAN AUTULLO, COPY CHIEF
JOHN TURNER, SPORTS EDITOR
EMILY RIPPE, PULSE EDITOR
BRANDON HEISS, PHOTO EDITOR
RACHEL GREENFIELD, DESIGN EDITOR
BRANDON NOBLE. ONLINE EDITOR

question7 Give us you
feedback at bgnews.com.

Rights can't wait for a decade

is excited to have such a cool

STAFF EDITORIAL |

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own take on

Junior. Supply Chain and
Marketing

Guns for pilots = safer planes
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"For homosexuals
it will be ten more
years of feeling
unaccepted by
li seems nobody is themselves when it comes to the
issue of gay marriage.
We've got supposedly
compassionate religious
conservatives nailing their
agendas into the heart of
homosexuals across the
countryononeend.
And on the other end we
have the macho-ness and
bulging abdominals of heterosexual poster-boy Pitt
pulling his life with lolieon
hold for the future of gay
marriage. Go figure.
But I would like to thank
I'itl for bringing awareness
to the issue this past week,
because it was an excellent
use ot his celebrity status for
the betterment of society,
At least this country will get
something out of the swat h
ol media coverage celebrities get these days.
What they will get is a
reminder that changing
their minds about gay marriage is the right thing to do.
In fact, I think they
should do it immediately
and slop proposing these
amendments left and right,
which they know will later
be repealed.
After all. the percentage
of Americans who favor
legalizing gay marriage has
Increased by 12 points In
ten years, from 27 percent
in June of 1996 to 39 percent
in March of 2006, according
to a recent Pew Research
Center study.
If this trend continues.
the majority of Americans
will favor gay marriage in
about ten more years.
Ten long, painful years for
the homosexuals wishing to
share their love and for the
adopted children they won't
be allowed to care for.
lor homosexuals it will
be ten more years of feeling unaccepted by society.
ten more years of the government failing to protect
them from abusive partners, ten more years without government benefits for
married couples that would
benefit this country's economy, and ten more years of
stereotypes.
For almost 4.000 more
days, those who claim to
practice the golden rule
while turning their backs
on the life, liberty and
happiness of others will
continue to look like hypocrites to millions across
the nation, especially as
science moves closer and
closer to proving that
homosexuality is as innate
as the beating of their broken, gay hearts.
If you want your morals to
spread across this country,
you had better get some
morals to spread first.
The Defense of Marriage
Act amendments being
passed in states across the
country and the Marriage
Protection Act passed in
congress are the most
oppressive laws that my

society."
Matt Clark | Columnist
generation will have the
pleasure of repealing.
Those who say that this
government was founded on
religion and should rule by
religion are living in a different world than my own.
In this world and this
country we do not pass law
after law telling others what
to do with their personal
lives unless it infringes on
the rights of others. This
is the highest law of my
country.
Personally, I don't care
what others do in their bedrooms or who wears rings.
When I get married I will
define what that marriage
means to me and I think
everybody should have that
same right.
You want to protect marriage? Repeal divorce.
With all the failed marriages nowadays, wouldn't it
be nice il people that actually loved each other were
able to get married?
Like those homosexual
couples that have lived
under the radar for years,
hoping the day may come
when they can tie the knot
like everyone else?
Those who are concerned
with polygamists should
be concerned,because
eventually they will have to
acknowledge those people's
right to be married as well.
Where will the line be
drawn?
Well, it will be up to the
opinions of people in this
country and time, but not
religion.
In the end, the thought
that strikes me most is when
I relate the struggle to my
own love life.
When I think about how
much trial and error there is
involved in finding a person
that you truly care about.
It can take years of dating to find someone you
wish to spend the rest of
your life with.
What if you found
that person, but weren't
allowed to get married
because of a religious
belief held by others? How
would you feel if you were
told to wait ten years?
Would you wish others
treated you the way you
wished to be treated and
that others appreciated
diversity?
My plan? Remove the
word marriage from the law
books and create a list of
unions. Anybody who can
prove a union gets on the
list and receives the 1,138
benefits, rights and privileges the General Accounting
Office has found associated
with marriage.

Sent/comments to Matt Clark at
mtdarfobgiuedu
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US needs to recognize deaths
entire lives, and we mourn.

This complicates our understanding of the grievances ol
those we have attacked WhOe

JASON IAMB

When you consider the history
"II IS inipcrialisni in [he Middle
i aa and elsewhere, your feelings aboul the Iraq War are likely
to be significantly altered
But now does one discover
how altered Is too altered? Can
understanding and empathy
lor the people in the region turn
into dUoyalt) to America?
Personally, I have ix-en grappling with this question for quite
some time. I grew up very near
Ron Hood,1exas and, consequently, seeing US soldiers In
lull uniform walking around the
local mall was a normal pan of
my lite.

Numerous Mends growing up
were army bratsi troop deploy
incnis devastated the local
economy, rm lamily included.
My life and the lives of my fam
ily and Mends have been tied to
tte United States military foi as
long as I can remember.
So when people like me see
casualties mounting we do not
easily think of a military parade
or the latest war movie. We

think of the names ol Mends

the |>cople of Iraq have a right
to defend themselves from the
I IS attack, their resistance kills
people we care about in the
must personal way
And so it's not without some

trepidation we come to understand that, in a very teal sense,
we are cheering for both sides
There is certainly a partitioning that goes on; we see our
families and Mends as being
the liberators, those seeking to
create a better way ol life for
persons living in poverty and
under tyranny.
But we might also come to

seethe US soldiers killed or
wounded in action as being
the aggressors, people who
were perhaps in tin1 wrong
place .a the wrong time, but
were also active agents foi us
imperialism and. in a very real
sense, deserved the anger and
resentment that was visited
upon them.
Whenever I hear of the
death ol a member of what the
mainstream media has so glihh
labeled the Insurgency' I am as
saddened as when I hear of IIS
casualties. Perhaps even more
so, because I believe If a foreign

army was occupying my country, destroying my town, and

that have Ix'en dear to us our

shipping my friends and lamily
off to some island concentration
camp or killing them outright, I
would also light back.
\re those who fed this way
less than model Americans? I
don't think so. I think when the
reasons for war are as murkyi as
contrived and as questionable
as the) are in this so-called "war
on terror,' it's only right to feel
some sympathy and antipathy
loi all sides. And to question, foi
this is the behavior of citizens in

\
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sequences that come with it.
It talked about the plight of

the phone companies who have
only brought in hundreds of millions ol dollars instead ot billions.
I found this column to N'
massively intriguing and went
tonn local library to learn more
about this thing called the World
Wide Web and how it is destroying our society.
On that note I would like to
bring to your attention another
plight tit theAmerican people.

The telephone and post office
an1 not the only ones that are

suffering because of technological advancement No I am talking about a more serious topic
the Pony Express.
With new tangled technologj
like the telegraph these hard
working horse riders have Ix'en
loosing jobs at a dramatic rate. In
lac 11 went to the library (couldn't
tmstWikipcdia) and kxiketl up
some statistics. Didyouknou
the United States nor any pi iv ate
contractor to this day hires one
single pony express rider!
since technology has come
along these noble men have
seen a decrease in their services
In up to 100% and that's just
not KIM !
Come on, really, the internet

has consequences? Ol course
it does! We even have a name

for the consequences, we call
it progress

Old technology gives way to
new technologv.
When people were first told
about the phone they said
"You know I don't like it. It's too
informal. You don't talk to the
person lace In lace. Doesn't
anybody have a REAL conversation anymore?"
I hen of course the internet
comes to town and we siart
emailing. People then said
Abu know 1 don't like it. It's too
informal. You don't sil clown
and physically write the letter.
I toesrit anybody send REAL letters anymore?"
Does it end there? Na Now
nobody has a teal conversation
On the phone because of instant
messaging sen ices. And later on
when technology evolves again,
trust me you will hear it again.
'Aim know I don't like the new
telepathy chip. It's too informal.
What ever happened to having
allKM.conversationon AIM so
\iiu can save your history?"
The one thing the aforementioned column failed to mention

johvvaitressingata local bar.
I very thing suns out
line. She makes decent
tips, loves her co-workers,
and plans to Stick around
for a while.
Hut then the restaurant
gets a new manager, who
Implements sexist new
policies.

onset of the invasion of Iraq
seems to he fading. We hear
ol timetables for withdrawal,
and we do have hope, but not
in the IIS government, because

it has crushed our hopes so
main times.

vve instead have hope that
One day the people ol this
country will somedayseefii
that new toevery American
Hag raised In the name1 oi the
fallen, there will bean Iraqi
Hag. an \lghani flag and a

Palestinian Hag.
Sendantmn toJ&aiLanbx
kftotSbgaiedu
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was bow many jobs the internet

created
If hundreds have lost their jobs
foam the creation of the internet
tliat's not as bad as it appears,
because thousands upon thousands of jobs have been created
because ol the internet.
What message are we sending
lei the next generation? lie lazy?
Instant message the guv clown
the hall instead ol phoning them,
c ir pet haps sic ip interacting with

human beings period?
With the evolving technology
and Information being produced

5

he encourages girls to dress

esteem, vet she is alraid of
losing her job because she
does not tit the manager's
idea ni beauty.
She also thinks that it's
wrong lot the manager to
use his employees as marketing tools.
Now, is this completely
lit tional scenario an example ol sexual harassment?
Main people would sav
no. because the manager
did not assault the girl, or
ask her to perform tnappra
prime arts.
Hui he is creating a hostile
work env ironment.
I sav Ibis is,in example of
sexual harassment, and It's
the typeol situation that
many girls are likely to face
during their college years.
We need to know what to
do when vve are pin in ibis
situation. No giil should
have to leave a job that she
loves because her manager
is a sexist jerk.
So thiit's how I feel. Hie
University already has
some fantastic resources
regarding sexual harassment, yet we need to make
sine they are used to their

full potential.
We need to make sure that
every student or employee
ol the university knows how
to identify and deal with
sexual harassment.
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He hires new employees

Incredibly uneasy.
She usually has high sell

The outrage we felt at the

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

based on their appearance.

cold and the casualties on Nidi
sides are still mounting

Internet makes way for progress
MATTHEW HAYMES I GUEST COLUMNIST

riom Page 4

suggestively while at work.
Ot 10 be sure1 and weai
make up.
Hey, "sex sells" he says.
Now, this makes the girl

* H#

I recently read a column about
internet addiction and the con

HARASSMENT

a true democracy
Nonviolence seems the only
answer for we objectors to this
war, but the anger has turned
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SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9,There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

I 9 I 8 S c
6 S E I I t
8 17 I 6 9 E
£ Z S I V I
L I 9 I 6 8
» 6 8 S E 9
Sit £ Z 6
I E I 9 8 S
9 8 6 t I I

Hulk Hogan's

name is

Terry Bollea

Send comments to Enn Wethem at
•:,ut.edu.

UAO presents...
from

Whose Line is it ANYWAY?!

it tells the next generation you
have to work harder then ever to
keep up. If you don'i work extra
hard and keep with the technology and the times then lam
alraid your job is on a collision
course with the same fete as the
pony express,
So takeoffyoUl hats Howling
Green, remernbei all those hard
workers on the pony express thai
sacrificed their Jobs so you could
have things like cell phones aiid
Instant messaging
Look to the future, or live in
the past. Its your choice, bin ihe
world won't wait for you. Neither

will technology
SenlconiritsloMittlmHe/m a

LAU^t>K.O AA. AT

FREE T-SHIRTS
FREE SOAP
FREE DRYING
FREE GAMES
Sept. 23rd & 24th - Noon to 6PM - While supplies last.
Try our new extra large dryer. The only dryer in town
that can properly dry large comforters and blankets.

Visit our website at www.LMARIES.com
for more details and live in store video! „

roops Este
When & Where:
Saturday, September 23,c at 9:00pm
in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom

Tickets on Sale:

At the info desk in the Bowen
Thompson Student Union
Tickets: $10
Bring BGSU Student ID!

Questions?

Call: (419) 372-2486
or visit: www.bgsu.edu/offices/uao
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SIDELINES

Frye would
rather
scramble
ByTomWIth.n
The Associated Press
BEREA, Ohio— Charlie Frye
watched the NT-Is scariest videotape and wasn't frightened
at .ill.
The sight of a sliding Kansas
CityquarterbackTrent Green's
head snapping back from
a vicious but legal hit from
Cincinnati defensive end
Robert Geathers last week,
hospitalized Green, horrified
some around the league and
renewed debate about protecting QRs.
For Frye, the jarring tackle
only did one thing.
"See, that's why I don't slide,"
the Browns quarterback said.
Frye, though, might want
to reconsider how he finishes his runs if he plans to
scramble as much as he did
in Cleveland's season-opening loss to New Orleans last
week. With no receiver open
enough to throw to or his
pocket collapsing around
him, Frye simply tucked the
ball under his arm and took
off, rushing for a team-high
44 yards on six attempts.
Frye also scored on a 1 -yard
run, but he had to scamper
about 20 yards to get to the
end zone.
But not once did Rye think
about bailing out before contact.
"Unless a linebacker is
coming at me at full speed,
I'm not going to hit the dirt,"
Frye said. "That's kind of like
a give-up play. I'm not saying
Trent Green was giving up. but
that's my mentality."
On Wednesday, the league
absolved Geathers of any
wrongdoing, saying he had
the right to hit Green, who
started "a late slide." In addition, Geathers was blocked
in the back by a Kansas City
player and was no longer in
control of his body when he

FOOTBALL
Falcons head south
totakeonFlU:
The Falcons will travel to
Miami. FL this weekend
for a date wtih the Golden
Panthers. This is the first
time the two teams will
play one another. See Story
below.

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Volleyball:
i? Youngstown State. 11 a.m.
vs. Duquesne @ YSU. 5 p.m.
Women's Soccer:
vs MSU. 5 p.m.

TOMORROW
Football:
@ FIU. 6 p.m.
Volleyball:
vs. Morehead State IS YSU.
3 p.m.
vs. St. Francis(PA) @ YSU.
5 p.m.
Men's & Women's Cross
Country:
Mel Brodt Invitational

SUNDAY
Men's Soccer:
vs. Wright State, 2 p.m.
Women's Soccer:
@ Wright State. 2 p.m.

OUR CALL

See SCRAMBLE

On the way up
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Buckeye
content with
team's talent

Chances of the Longest Yard
becoming a reality. If football
players actually go to jail
for committing
crimes they'd have
Chris Henry, Ray
Lewis. Ray Carruth. Jamal

By Rusty Miller
The Associate Press

Lewis and now they'd have a
punter.

On the way down
Chances of Northern

BHANDONHEIB I IHFBGNEWS

FUN IN THE SUN: PJ Mahone attempts to take down a Buffalo playei in last Saturday's game The Falcons defense looked stellar, only giving up li total points out ol the 27 Buffalo
had at the end o( legulatwn The Falcons head to Mian* to take on Florida International this week. They'll hope to impiove the performance ol their special teams which had a rough time
peilorming last week.

Colorado punters going to
the NFL It's hard
to make a team
from jail. Maybe
the Raiders need a punter.

The List
The BG News breaks down

Falcons take on FIU
ByJohnTumw
Sports Editor

the five worst musical performances at sporting events.

1. Ashlee Simpson:
This Orange Bowl performance featured terrible
dancing and even worse
singing followed by boos.

2. Big and Rich:
These so-called country
singers make appearances

Rearing Buffalo in three overturn's
was an Intense!) stressful, dramatic event for the BG football
team last Saturday! What better way 10 miner then heading
down to Miami, II to take on
one of 1 -sl'N's "Bottom 10" in the
country; Florida International.

While the Golden Panthers' 0-2
record may not appear threatening, the team was down to the wire
in lxith contests this season. I-I1J
has lost to both Middle Tennessee

and South, each by one point and
each time bothered by problems
in spedal teams.

BiG coach Gregg Brandon vvants
to avoid a letdown ITU. pointing
OUI the train still has, 1 lot of talent
and athleticism.
"They have a very quick.
aggressive defensive," Brandon
said. They run a lot of different fronts — they are a very
athletic defense."
If any coach in the country
knows about problems on special
teams, it's Brandon. The Falcons
doubled the Bulls' offensive out-

FOOTBALL FACTS
Here an? some facts about tomorrow's
match-up between the Falcons and FIU.
■ BG and FIU wl begin a two-year
series this Saturday, with (he first
game scheduled at Miami
■ The two teams will meet again Sept IS
2007 in Bowing Green
■ This will be the first game the Falcons
have evei played against an opponent
fiom the Sun Bell conference
put and kept them under 140
yards in both rustling and passing last week.
Even still, BG nearly lost to

at way too many sporting

Buffalo after being done in by a
laundry list of errors from the special teams. After a week of changes and coaching, Brandon hopes
this unit will not perform as it has
in the previous two games.
"We don't spend an inordinate
time on special teams, but we
spend enough time on special
teams to execute, and what's frustrating is that we're not executing," Hi,union said. "We have
to do a better-job in the kicking
game, and we will."
While Brandon looks for
See FALCONS I Page 7

events. Come to my city and
I'll kick you out.

5. Janet Jackson:
Although arousing, there are
kids out there

4. Wrigley Singers:
'Take Me Out to the Ball
Game never sounded as
bad as Jeff Gordon, Mike
Ditka, Carl Lewis and others
made it.

5. Rolling Stones:
Mick Jagger is way too
old to be wearing women's
clothing, especially at the
Super Bowl.

Thompson has storied history before BGSU
ByBillBordrwick
Reporter
I «ig before tile basketball lean 11 if
George Mason University put the
school on ihe map for their magical run through the 2006 NCAA
Tournament, The Patriots were
best known for a very successful
nm rliat the men's soccer team
had during the early eighties.
One of the better players on
those Patriot teams of yesteryear—current BGSU men's soccer
coach Fred Thompson.
Thompson was bom in lamaica
and then made the transition from

warm weather to cold weather at
a very young age, when his family moved to Mississuaga. Ontario
liinada. "It was wry difficult to get
into the U.S. in the sixties, so my
dad moved to Toronto first and
then brought the rest of the family
up" Thompson said.
Thompson and six other
Canadians came in as part of
the freshmen recruiting class for
the Patriots of George Mason
University before the 1982 season.
The 1982 season was a very
spedal season for the Patriots.
The men's soccer team started
out the season by going 19-0 and

climbing all die way up 8th in the
national standings.
"We didn't have the nicest facilities at George Mason, so it was
always nice to go into someone
else's nicer facility and beat them,"
Thompson said.
Thompson enjoyed a brilliant
career during his four years at
George Mason. During his tenure as a Patriot, Thompson tallied 98 points and scoted 40 goals
Thompson's 98 points and 40 goals
rank him 4th and 5th respectively
in Mason's record books.
The 40 goals is nice but current
leading goal scorer for this sea1

son's season squad, Ahmad Smith,
believes he has a chance of breaking his record.
"Coach was a great player,
but I think I could be better. My
number one goal is to beat Omari
Aldridge (last season's leading
goal scorer! but surpassing the
coach would probably be right up
there." Smith said.
After finishing his storied career
as a Patriot, Thompson went on to
play professionally for eight seasons Thompson played for the
Baltimore Blast and the Tacoma
See COACH I Page 7

COLUMBUS,
Ohio
—
Anthony Gonzalez has a firm
grasp of what he can do on
a football field. The thing is,
he's got more confidence in
the talents of his teammates.
"If I'm a defensive coach
and I'm thinking about players to stop on Ohio State's
offense. I wouldn't put
myself very high on that
list," the wide receiver for the
top-ranked Buckeyes said. "I
would put Ted (Ginn Jr.), Troy
(Smith), Tony Pittman and
the running game in general
above stopping me."
Texas defensive coordinator Gene Chizik apparently
agreed with Gonzalez. He
focused his personnel on
putting the clamps on the
mercurial Ginn out wide and
on containing quarterback
Smith and tailback Pittman
out of the backfield.
That was a big mistake.
All Gonzalez did was turn
the game around, making
a career-high eight catches
for 142 yards with a touchdown last Saturday night in
the Buckeyes' 24-7 victory
over the defending national
champions and then-No. 2
team in the country.
The speedy complement
to Ginn said he doesn't
think he'll be anything
more than a defensive
afterthought, despite those
gaudy numbers, when the
Buckeyes host Cincinnati
on Saturday.
"We'll see this week," he
said. "If you think about the
other weapons on our team,
it would be hard to convince
me that you should pay more
attention to me."

SPORTS
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FALCONS
From Page 6

answers to his special learns woes,
BG's offense conrinues ro impress
fans and opponenrs alike. Ix'd
by the four-headed monster of
Anthony Turner. Freddie Barnes.
Dan Macon and Pete Winovich,
the Falcons are ranked fifth in the
nation in rushing and show no
signs of slowing up.
The only problem Brandon
sees is finding enough carries for
a talent laden backfield.
"We will continue to involve
Macon and give him more carries
as we progress," Brandon said.
"Pete is just such a good blocker;
he was just taking guys out, especially when Freddie and AT were
in there taking the snap and running. That is a package that has
shown up."
BG has the best record in
the Mid-American (Conference
against non-conference opponents since the 2001 season at 126. To improve on that mark, the
Falcons will see drastic Improvement in the special teams.

COACH
From Page 6

Tacoma Stars of the Major Indoor
Soccer League the Sacramento
Knights of the Continental
Indoor Soccer league.
Thompson was also the starting
sweeper for the lamaican National
team from 1988-1990. "It's amazing to put your country's colors on
and go out and play for your country," Thompson said. "It's unfortunate that Jamaica isn't up to par.
With that said, I'm wry grateful for
what I have in the US."
After Thompson finished up
his playing days he moved on to
coaching. He began his coaching career in 2000 at Bcllevuc
Community College in Bellevue,
Washington. While at Bellevue,
he compiled a 28-8-6 record
and a league title in his two seasons. In 2001. he was named
Northwest Athletic Association of
Community Colleges (NWAACC)
coach of the year.
After moving on from Bellevue,
Thompson became an assistant at
the University of Fvansvillc from
2002-2003.
Thompson became the 4th
head coach in the 41 year history
of the BG men's soccer program
on April 22.2004.
His assistant coach Tony
Economopoulos,
believes
Thompson's coaching style has a
purpose, "It's always a thought-out

SCRAMBLE
From Page 6

"Pete [Winovich]
is just such a good

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

BGNEWS

BGNEWS College Football pick'em

blocker; he was just
taking guys out."
Gregg Brandon | Coach

One of the keys to improvement
will be freshman Alonso Rojas.
who is returning to his hometown
of Miami for the game. Although
he's struggled in his first two outings, Brandon points out tli.it
much of the problems have been
around him, not caused by him.
"Rojas will keep getting better
— he is a talented kid," Brandon
said. "To put the double duty
on him (kicking and punting)
Saturday, I think, might have
been too much. And then, we
don't protect him — we need to
protect on him."
Rojas is just one of eight
l-lnridians playing for BG. (HhetS
making the trip to their home
state are Antonio Smith (also
from Miami), Zach Charles and
Sean FJIis.

process with Coach Thompson—
it's not just ninningand drills. I le's
always thinking."
Economopoulos, a goalkeeper
at Oklahoma City University, jokingly added, "If 1 played against
Coach Thompson in every game,
he would have only had 20 goals."
ln2005.GMU decided tohaveits
inaugural hall of fame class for all
sports. "George Mason got together who each award would get
named after and I was picket! for
Most Valuable Player," Thompson
said. "It's a great honor."
Thompson's play during his four
year career was definitely worthy
of MVP consideration. I le was a
two-time All-South Atlantic Region
honorec; he earned All-Eastern
Collegiate Athletic Conference
If \( i South honors his junior
year and was named to the AllColonial Athletic Association
(CAA) squad in 1985.
Thompson is tied for 20lh
on the all-lime career point
list for those players of Virginia
Universities. He is also tied for
1101 in career goals
Beating the University of
Virginia was always a good feeling
for Thompson. "UVA controlled
the four years before and the four
years I played but during my time
we were always knocking them
Old in the first round."
Forward Jai Lewis and head
coach Jim Larranaga stole the
spotlight last spring, but coach
Thompsons legacy at GMU will
not be forgotten.

I
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B&OFLORIDA INTERNATIONAL
■ BGSU 34. FIU 30: Is there a way
BG can spot a team points in
exchange for not having to use
special teams?

BGSU 33. FIU 13: An all around
better performance with the
kickers returning to their home
state.

FLORIDA (^TENNESSEE
■ Tennesse 20. Florida 1-ltrik
Ainge isn't Peyton Manning, but
he'll do enough to get it done
when the Gators come to town.

i Tennessee 34. Florida 31:
Sorry Urban, no love from me.
I watched the Tennessee/Cal
game.

MICHIGAN (• NOTRE DAME
■ ND 31, UM 10: The game that
tells U of M fans Lloyd Carr is
about done Notre Dame rolls over
the always-overrated Wolverines.

i UM 20, ND 17: Marsha Brady
Guinn cracks under the pressure and Lloyd Carr helps out
his job security for next season.

LSlkB AUBURN
■ I SI) 24. Auburn ? 1 In a week of
great match-ups, this should be
the crown jewel. Les Miles and
I Sll win in a nail biter.

i LSU 24. Auburn 13:JaMarcus
Russell stays cool and the
Bengals move up in the ranks
once again.

BGSU 28. FIU 20: The boys
have worked hard on special
teams this week... FIU will only
blocks two punts Saturday.

BGSU 30, FIU 21: The coaches
will have our special teams
acting a little more special this
week.

I Florida 27, Tennessee 16:
Falcon fans need to realize how
lucky they were to have Urban
Meyer, rather than bashing him
for leaving.

l Tennessee 20. Florida 14: Chris
Leak and Urban Meyer have too
many weapons tor the Vols this
week
night snacks

I ND 24. UM 21: Lloyd Carr
struggles in big games. Charlie
Weis struggles to pass on late

I Auburn 21. LSU 14: The
over/under for this game is 40
points. Take the under.

aximizing Potentia
<*•

• Private Baths
• Free Internet
• Free Cable
• Washer & Dryer
in each Town Home
• Spacious Living Areas

/ffj&CA
Running Specials

The league sent a memo to
all 32 teams, outlining the rules
of sliding for defenders and
quarterbacks.
Browns coaches have urged
Frye to slide whenever possible,
but he'd prefer to slay on his feet.
"There are situations for that
(sliding)," he said. "But when
there's two yards to get to the
sticks I'd rather go for it and get
the first down."

2006/2007
Call 353.5800
Visit Online
www.metcabg.com

Management Inc.
Hillsdalc Apis.
1082 Fairview Ave
2 bdrms / 3 bdrm Twnh
Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal

We really do have it all.
Come over today and see
just how much we
can improve your
college experience.

Air Condition/Washer/
Dryer in 2/3 bdrm.
Carports
BGSU Bus Shuttle

Birch Run Golf Club
Management Inc.
My 10 MiMtn from Ca«.»m!
2 miles off I 75 South m
North Baltimore on St Rt 16
Stafent ID Special:
Weekday 18 Holes with cart

<2>

Weekend 18 Holes with cart

Call 4H.tS7.3M1 t

■ far taa lima

Findlav Pike Apts.
111/113 FindlayPk
Portage Oh
LARGE 3 & 2 bdrm Apts
Garage for 1 vehicle
Staring at $475/mo
+ utilities
Moments from BG

4*fEfcCA
Trinity United
Methodist Church

11:30- Ctmtem/hHun
Ser\'icc
200 Nonh Summit Sued
Bo»M« Green. Ohm 43402-2527
PlK»ie4l°-i5)-«>3l
Rn4IM5)-5l9l
l-.-mail innny<a,wciKt.ofg
Praising and Pntckuminx Christ
at the Heart itfBoHtinft Green

Management Inc.
Graceland
(Grad Students)
212 S. Church
2 bdrm 1 bath 1 car garage
Air condition w/d hookups
Close to downtown

i Auburn26.LSU20:Were
looking forward to this one,
it should be a close one, but
Auburn will roll on until the
national championship.

Simplifying Life

Management Inc.

shoulder into Greens.

ND 24. UM 21: This one will
be on ESPN Classic next week.

(opper ¥>eech

THE PULSE

Fncby. Sepiember 15.20O6 8

WEEKEND PLANS
FRIDAY

Take one down,

,

pass it around.

Oktoberfest
is "wunderbar" in Ann Arbor
this Friday and Saturday on
Washington Street Irom 6
p.m. toll pm. | Page9

"Fast and the
Furious: Tokyo
Drift"
will speed through the Union
theater at 6:30 pm

: I

06
'i

Hip-Hop
Extravaganza
•

will make Headliners bounce

. I

with special guests, the
Villebillies. Doors open at 8
p.m. and tickets are $5.

Wheel through
the Zoo
HMth*r Ri.d*l
Reporter

Education is the key term when
it comes to seeing the AntiqueCar Kxhibil at The Toledo Zoo
on Saturday.
Bob Barker [no, not the
host of "The Price is Rightl is
the president of the Man metValley T's and the Whitehouse
As. which are two of the car
clubs that will be displaying
their antique cars this week
end. He said that educating
people about these cars is very
important at the exhibition.
"Most of the adults haven't
seen that many old cars in one
place in a longtime." Barker said.
"Most of the younger children
have never seen them and this is
where the education comes in."
Barker explained that thenis one club member that shows
onlookers how a Model I Ford
is crank started and people are
able to participate in starling
up it up.
This is an exhibit where people can walk around and ask
questions. Barker continued.
"It's educational and it's history
because most people don't know

what these cars are."
On Saturday, patrons will
be able to see Model T and
Model A cars. The Model I
Lord is known for being the
lirsl affordable ear made. I he
first Model I I ord was produced in September 190H.

SATURDAY
Pub Unplugged:
Karaoke
is a free stage at the
Black Swamp Pub (or all

according to The Model I Ford

undiscovered talent from 8

at Oktoberfest 2006

p.m. to 10 p.m.

Mid-September

Mix: Dying to
Know. The D&E.
The Guest
and many other local
favorites will mix up
Headliners in Toledo. Doors
open at 7 p.m. and tickets
areJ7

The Contours with
the Toledo City
Orchestra
will encourage Dirty
Dancing" at Stranahan
Theater at 8 p.m. | Page 10

Antique Car Exhibit

ByAddi.Curlis
Oktoberfest began in IHH) as
a royal Bavarian wedding ami
has continued to be a (Ionian
tradition around the world thai
is usual!) celebrated in late
September or early October.
Residents from Michigan
and other surrounding areas
have three chances to experience this tradition.
The first opportunity to try
outdirTeientGerrnanbeeratthe
annual Oktoberfest is this weekend outside on Washington
Street in Ann Arbor, Mich. The
festivities lake place tonight
and Saturday evening from •>
to 11 p.m.
TheArborBrewingCompany
will be partnering with the
Main Street Area Association
to bring Oktoberfest to downtown Ann Arbor.
Rene Graff the founder of
the Arbor Brewing Company.
said she and her husband
went lo Munich for the original Oktoberfest on their honeymoon. They later created a
similar festival in their hometown of Ann Arbor, which has

been running for seven years.
"We wanted a showcase for
local breweries and to create
community oriented events
similar to those In Munich."
slii'said.
[hey Will lie pouring their
traditional oktoberfest beer
which is a rich, malty, copper
colored lager.deft said.
"We will also feature our
Number 22 Alt Bier which is
dark German ale that is mild
and smooth, our German
Helles which is a golden lager
and our Sacred Cow which is
bold, hoppy pale ale," she said.
The
Arbor
Brewing
Company will be the
only brewery sponsoring the festival this year.
They will however give the
proceeds in their partner, the
()/one i louse, which provides
services to homeless teens.
" i his festival is not a frat
parly; it's more like a block
party that gets the community
of all ages Involved with the
mayor doing the opening ceremonies." (ireflsaid.
According to the Main Street
Area Association Web site, this is
a family friendly event featuring

German drinking sing-alongs
and polka dancing.
Mong with the unique selection of beer, they will also be
serving brats, veggie brats,
German potato salad and soft
pretzel sticks.
With an expected turnout of
2,500, tradition German oom-

pah bands In full lederhosen
and regalia will till the night
with festive music said Circff.

[he Arbor Brewing Company

will oiler a second chance for
enjoying the German festivides at their microhrcwery in
Vpsilanii Oct. 13 and 14.
"It will be the same times and
format and will take place in
our beer garden if the weather
Is nice," Graff said.
Thirdly and locally, the
University German Club is
planning their annual Tejano
Oktoberfest sometime in late
October.
According to Rachel Walker,
thevice president of theGerman
Club, the fest is held in the Black
Swamp Pub and music is provided by lesse Ponce.
Ponce moved to ibledo in
1979 from Texas and has been
playing upbeat polkas since.

Walker said they enjoy the
music by dancing or just watching the performance.
"We call it a Tejano
Oktoberfest because the music
is an interesting blend with
some Mexican influence, yet
you can polka to it," she said.
Oktoberfest is the German
Club's main event for the fall;
however, they have many events
planned for the school year.
They enjoy hosting a
German music night, hosting a film night, putting on
"Patching* in the spring and
taking a trip to the German
Village in Columbus.
Walker said last year the
German Club learned to
polka before attending the
fest and was able to try it out
at the event.
She added that it remains
a multicultural event because
it's a Tejano Oktoberfest. so the
Latino Student Union comes
as well.
"It's a nice thing to celebrate
here because it brings that culture-packed German tradition.
We're not all German, we just
enjoy learning about the culture," Walker said.

International, Inc. Web site.
Barker added that he emphasizes the title ear exhibit rather
than car show because in an
exhibit, the cars are not be
judged and there won't be prizes
given like in acar show. Another
difference is in a car show "you
typically have all kinds of cars.
From modern to antiques to
custom cars, and so on."
Saturday's event will be solely for
the enjoyment of people strolling

around the Main Plaza of the zoo.
"It's very passive but verj
nice, liarkeradded. "Peopleare
seeing something that's 75 to 90
plus years old."
The Antique Car Exhibit is an
event thai is part of the Senior
Discovery Days at the zoo.
Jennifer Sauher. the events and
promotions coordinator of the
zoo, said that Senior Discovery
Days arc held in September
and October.
"We do all types of events to
encourage senior citizens to come
out and visit the ZOO," Sauber said.
"The weather's a little bit cooler,
the kids are back at school, and so
we try to attract seniors."
Sauher added that Saturday's
weather looks promising and
she hopes to have a good size
crowd in attendance.
The car exhibit is from 10 a.m.
- 5 p.m. and more information
can be found at The Ibledo Zoo
Web site: www.toledozoo.org.

can be spotted at the Toledo
City Zoo from 10 a.m. to 5
pm | Page 9

SUNDAY
Color: Ten African
American Artists
displayed at the Dorothy
Uber Bryan Gallery until
Oct. 6. Check the BGSU
calender of events for more
information.

Queensryche
at the Emerald Theater
in Mt Clemens, Ml. Doors
open at 7 p.m. and tickets are
$3650.

Lostprophets to find Headliners
ByNkkCambine
Reporter

Toledo's Headliners is one of
the premier concert venues in
Northwest Ohio and continues
to host many up and coining
rock bands.
Wednesday, Sept. 20 will be
no exception when Headliners
hosts Lostprophets.
I nsi prophets formed in 1997
in England and finally broke
into the U.S. mainstream in 2003
when their hit singles Mum
Burn" and "Last Train Home"
started to gain airplay on both
MTV and radio stations across
the nation.
Slu Richardson, bassist, credits their success to touring and
pushing themselves to become
better musicians.
"Basically when we first got
started, we wanted to figure out
what kind of band we were,"
Richardson said. "Were we a
hard-core band or a pop band?
We played a bunch of shows and
gained an identity, since then
we've been very lucky. We just
played tons and tons of shows."
The band has come a long
way since signing to their first
record label for just $1,000 and
then recorded their first album

for less than $5,000.
"We are here today because
of all of our hard work,"
Richardson said. "We were selling albums out of our trunks
and we just kept touring and
touring, just going out there
and playing all the time and
meeting new people."
Their new album entitled
"Liberation Transmission" hit
stores June 27 and landed at
No. 1 on the British charts and
has peaked at number 33 on the
U.S. charts thanks to their first
single, "Rooftops."
The band worked with record
producer Bob Rock, who produced Metallica's Black Album
and has worked with many
other big acts such as Bon lovi
and Motley Crue.
"It was pretty intense working with Bob Rock," Richardson
said. "That was such a huge
compliment to us because he
has worked with so many huge
bands and then he wanted
to work with us. He is from
Hawaii, so of course if you
work with Bob Rock you have
to record In Hawaii."
Fans will get to hear the new
album along with some of
LoMprophett eariier material
Wednesday night. Richardson

expects a lot of high energy.
"Our live show has a lot
more energy and the songs just
sound heavier," he said. "We
are all pretty energetic on stage.
Sometimes we freak people out
because they are expecting a
pop band, but if you see us live,
we are pretty energetic."
Jonathan Anderson, promoter
with Verso Group at Headliners,
wanted to bring Lostprophets to
Toledo because he knows the
atmosphere would be electric.
"I was turned onto them when
they opened up for I loobastank
and the Lostprophets show was
so amazing that people ended
up not even sticking around for
I loobastank," Anderson said.
"Before then 1 had heard them
on the radio and I thought they
were OK, but seeing them live
made me pull their CD off the
shelf and since then it hasn't left
my CD player."
Anderson
says
that
Lostprophets have been one of
his favorite hands for the last
two and a half years now and
encourages everyone to attend
the show.
The show starts at 8 p.m. and
will also feature Kill Hannah
and The Rasmus as the opening
acts. Tickets are$15.

The Rock's performance in
new movie is solid
By Colin Covert
MCT

They say there's an exception
to every rule. When the generalization is that pro wrestlers
should not be actors, I propose
a loophole for Dwayne "The
Rock"lohnson.
Although he started out
in movies that exploited his
prowess at grabbing his fellow actors and smashing
them, he has evolved into
a solid performer. He's got
terrific screen presence, he's
got the range to play heroes,
villains and clowns, and he
brings a certain core honesty to his characters. In
"Gridiron Gang," he takes
on a role we've seen hundreds of times before — a
football coach whipping a
ragtag team of misfits into
a proud, disciplined unit —
and makes it true and fresh.
His latest film is a first-class
showcase for his talents.
lohnson plays Sean Porter,
an LA. corrections officer at
a facility for juvenile felons.
The unit's mission is simple:

Keep them off the streets and
keep them from killing each
other. Porter launches a football program to pull them out
of a macho culture of violence. He uses the game to
teach them discipline, pride
and teamwork.
The film is energetic and
technically polished, with
flashes of humor t "I thought
we had an agreement: No
killers on the football team!"
blusters a warden) and slashes
of gang violence. Its main distinction, though, is its ambivalence about the shooters, stabbers and thieves that make up
Porter's team.
Director Phil Joanou, veteran
of many 112 videos, shows us the
foul ecosystem they came from.
a place where teen boys on lowslung bikes keep pistols in their
waistbands. The introductory
narration implies the juvie jailbirds are just kids who made
a huge, life-shattering mistake,
but the film frequently reminds
us of the hard truth of the situation: This gangbanger stabbed
an old woman for her purse and
that one shot his stepdad.
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House votes to build $22 billion fence
By Dava Montgomery
MCT

WASHINGTON — The House
voted 283-138 yesterday to i on
struct more than 700 miles of
two-layered fencing along the
porous Southwest border, but
most Democrats denounced the
plan as blatant political posturing in advance of the Nov. 7
congressional elections.
Afterward. House COP
leaders unveiled a package of
other relatively non-controversial border-security initiatives, expressing confidence
that they could win passage in
the Senate and advance to the
president's desk before lawmakers quit work at the end
of the month to campaign for
re-election.
But the Senate outlook
remained quite uncertain, as
senators of both parties and
President Hush have insisted
that tough border securitymeasures should be passed
only if pan of more-comprehensive legislation,
House Speaker Dennis
Hasten.

It-Ill.,

hinted

that

House leaders might be willing to consider more-contentious elements of immigration legislation — including
Mush's proposed guest work
er program — if they are satisfied that Congress flrsl lias
moved aggressively to secure
U.S. borders.
"If we gel a virtual no-penetration program on the border,
then we can look at a lot of different things," Hasten said.
But other lawmakers said
that, with lime running out,

ii appears virtually impossi-

ble for the House and Senate
to find common ground on
divisive immigration issues
that have kept them deadlocked for months.
House leaders have refused
to consider a comprehensive
Senate-passed bill that would
pul millions of illegal immigrants on a path toward permanent legal status and U.S.
cili/enship. I lie measure also
includes a version of the president s guest-worker plan, as
well as stiffcr border-enforcement measures.
Hush, who met Thursday
morning on Capitol Hill with
Republican House members,
this week renewed his call for a
comprehensive overhaul of the
nation's immigration laws. His
administration has embraced
limited fencing as a partial
solution 10 strengthening the
border, hut not to the extent
proposed by the House.
The fence proposal is identical to one that was included in
an immigration enforcement
bill that the I louse passed last
December. With that measure
sidelined in the stalemate
with the Senate! House leaders resurrected the proposed
$2.2 billion harrier as the lirsi
element of theit latest border
security package,
The "Border Security Now"
agenda recycles several provisions from the stalled House
and Senate bills, including
SL'.3 billion for 1.200 new
Horder Patrol agents next year,
a crackdown on smugglers
and criminal aliens and Stlfl
penalties for the construction
ul hinder tunnels.
Sixty-four Democrats joined

Proposed border fences
Locations of the proposed fences along the U.S.-Mexico border:
CALIF.

ARIZ.

N.M.
Columbus

TEXAS

El Paso

Del Rio
>» Eagle Pass
* Laredo

Calexico
Douglas
200 km

MEXICO
fc

BrownSVllle

200 miles

Source: U.S. House of Representatives

219 Republicans in voting for
the fence; 131 Democrats
and six Republicans voted
against ii.
Sen. Diannc Feinstein, DCalif.. who sponsored a similar
tunnel provision in the Senate,
said she welcomed the House
version of her proposal but withheld judgment on other provisions until she takes a closer
look. Sen. John McCain. It-Ariz..

a leading architect of the Senate
bill, said he would support proposals to strengthen the border
but also said he wants lo study
the House Initiatives before

taking a position.

The largest section of fencing
in the House hill would reach
361 miles from Calexico, Calif.,
to Douglas, Ariz. A 22-mile sec
tion would be built near a port

© 2006 MCT

Graphic: Pat Carr, Angela Smith

entry in Tecate, Calif., in east
San Diego County. Three seclions would he in Texas — a
51-mile stretch from Del Rio
to Fagle Pass; 176 miles from
Laredo lo Hrownsville and 88
miles stretching from P.I Paso
westward lot olumbus, N.M.
I he hill also urges the
Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) to study the
feasibility of erecting similar
harriers along the country's
northern border with Canada.
It also requires the DHS to

achieve operational control over
both borders through a "virtual
fence" that includes cameras,
ground sensors, unmanned
aerial vehicles and Integrated
surveillance technology. Five
industry teams are competing
for a multibillion-dollar con-

"If we get a virtual no - penetration program
on the border, then we can Look at a lot of
different things"
■

tract to assemble the virtual
fence, and the DHS expects to
announce a winner by Sept. 30.
Republican leaders said the
proposed barriers would have
Support ill ihe Senate, which
already has endorsed 370 miles
of fencing and authorized SI.8
billion to fund it.
"I bis is the same bill llley
passed before — the same
monstrous bill," said Senate
Democratic Leader llarrv Heid.

11 Ne\ We're mil going In |ila\

their silly little games."
Republii ans argued that the
fence, when coupled with their
other initiatives, would answer
public demands lor urgently
need safeguards lo shore up
ihe borders against illegal
immigration and potential ierrorism. Hep. leli Hensarling,
R-Texas, called ii "the first long
step" in a comprehensive bordei security plan.

Bounty hunting "Dog" put in
the pound for years old crime
By Mark Ni.ss.
The Associated Press

HONOLULU— TYrcalit) Mai

Duane Dog" Chapman MU\
two co-stars on his show were
arrested Thursday ill Hawaii
on charges of illegal detention and conspiracy in Ihe
bounty hunters' capture three
years ago of a cosmetics company heir
Chapman.
son
l.eland
Chapmanandassociate Iimothy
t liapman were taken Into custody and did not resist arrest, said
Mark Hanohano, U.S. Marshal
for the district of Hawaii. "It
went down without incident,''
1 lanohano said.
Mona K. Wood, a publicist
for the star of the popular cable
series Dog i be Bounty Hunter,"

said Chapman would he vindicated, "lie arrests the had guys
— and he is definitely not one of
them, she1 said.
Ihe charges slein from
Chapmau'si aptuico! Max Factor
heii Andrew Luster on lune 18.
20113, in Puerto Vallarta. Mexico,
saiil Marshals spokeswoman

\ikki Credic in Washington.
( hapman's capture of Luster,
who hail lied ihe country after
being convicted of raping three
women, catapulted the 53-yearold bounty hunter to fame anil
led to the reality series on A&E
The three are being held in
I lonolulu. Hail has not been set.
Ihey will lace an extradition
hearing to Mexico under terms
of treaties between the U.S. and
Mexico, Credic said.
Chapman's son l.eland, 29,
and Timothy Chapman, 41,
no relation, assist Chapman

in exploits chronicled lor die
TV show around Ihe Hawaiian
Islands. Ihe show focuses on
Chapman's family as much
as ihe bounty hunting, which
generally involves tracking
down bail jumpers, often creating emotional scenes with
repentant captives.
t barges have been pending against the three since
local police in Mexico arrested them shortly after they
roped in Luster, I he) posted
bail hut never returned to
Puerto Vallarta for their conn
bearing on July 15, 2003,
Credic said.
Mexican
authorities
demanded that the Chapmans
transfer Luster lo Mexican
police. Their refusal to do so
ied to their initial arrest.
A U.S. warrant for their arrest
was signed by a federal judge.

DOG IN A CAGE: Bouiry hunter Duane "Dog" Chapman rote the steel bars o' apl cell n Puerto Vallarta. as Tin Chapman, t*l left and television dee-lance producer Jell Sells wal rade n tins hie photo tatai June 19.2005 Puerto Vafata City. Mexico Chapman and two costais on his show
weie arrested.

Glaciers in northern states melting, parks could suffer
By Lei Blumenthal
MCT

WASHINGTON — With more
glaciers than any state in the
Lower 48, Washington state
has emerged as a bellwethci for
global warming.
The signs are not encouraging.
A national environmental
group recently reported that
North Cascades and Mount
Rainier arc among the dozen
national parks most susceptible
to climate change.
At Mount Rainier, which has
more glacial ice than the rest of
the Cascades combined and is
among the best studied sites in
the nation, the area covered by
glaciers shrank by more than a
fifth from 1913 to 1994. and the
volume of the glaciers by almost
one-fourth, the National I'ark
Service says. From 1912 to 2001,
the Nisqually Glacier on Mount
Rainier retreated nearly a mile.
Since the first stirrings of the
Industrial Revolution 150 years
ago, glaciers in the northern

Cascades have shrunk by 40 percent, and the pace is accelerating. The South Cascades Glacier,
one of the most studied in the
nation, has lost roughly half its
mass since 1928.
In the Olympic Mountains,
glaciers have lost about onethird of their mass.
"They are the canary in the
coal mine." lid losberger, the
head of Ihe U.S. Geological
Survey's ice and climate project in Tacoma, said of the
glaciers in Washington state.
"They are changing fast, and
this is not good."
I he slate's official climatologist, Philip Mote, agreed.
"Everything is now retreating,
and the smaller glaciers are disappear! ng," said Mote, a research
scientist at the University of
Washington, who's guarded in
attributing the changes directly
to global warming but concedes
that the evidence is mounting.
Glaciers are affected by two
climatic conditions: snowfall,
which adds to their mass during the winter, and warm tem-

"This is what the models predicted. They are
melting fast. There can be pauses of five or
six years, but they are still shrinking rapidly."

, n»

Joe Reidel | Geologist
peratures, which spur melting
in the summer. The amount ol
snow falling in the Northwest
is declining, while temperatures
are rising.
During the 20th century, Mote said, temperatures
in the region rose about 1.5
degrees Fahrenheit. In western
Washington state, Mote said,
the increase was even greater,
roughly 2 degrees.
Despite some heavy snowfalls in the late 1990s — in the
winter of 1998-99, Mount Baker
recorded a record snowfall of
1,100 inches — the overall trend
is negative.
"The decline in snowfall in
the Northwest has been the
largest in the West, and it is
clearly related to temperature,"

Mote said.
The glaciers in Washington
state aren't the only ones retreating. From the Arctic to Peru and
from Greenland and Europe to
East Africa, there are reports
that glaciers are shrinking.
There are exceptions. Glaciers
on California's Mount Shasta, at
the southern end of the Cascade
range, have been growing, Mote
said. Recent studies indicate
that glaciers also might be growing in the Himalayas and other
Asian mountain ranges.
No one is quite sure what
causes these anomalies.
"The signature of human
influence on climate is pretty clear on the continental scale and the regional
scale." Mote said.
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Motown group tunes new string
The Contours, known for their hit, "Do You Love Me," in the movie, "Dirty
Dancing," pairs with the Toledo Symphony Orchestra
Sarah Moora
Reportw

The Contours, the group that
once held ihe title of being
"Motown's number one party
group," are not very likely to
be at the top of students' plaj
lists nowadays.
In fact, this initial mentioning of the group may be the
very first lime that the name,
"The Contours," has ever been
heard by some.
However, did you know that
the catchy tune "Do You Love
Me?," featured in the classic movie "Dirty Dancing,"
was in fact performed by The
Contours?
The genre of Motown music
has become a craze of the past,
but the music has left Imprints
on society still to this day:
On Saturday, Sept. 16 at 8
p.m., the public will hr taken
back through time at Toledo's
Stranahan Theater as a pan
of the Toledo Symphony's Key

Bank Pops Series.
Original member, Sylvester
PottS, leads Ihe Contours
in their resurgence performances When asked about
his greatest memory of performing throughout the
past decades, he recalled
the fame thai launched as a
result of appearing in a movie
soundtrack.
"The very first time we went
out in 1962. when 'Do You Love
Me' came out, was a thrill In
itself, because we had been
playing around the Detroit area

before we had that as our biggest
hit," he said. "Then what really
topped it off was when "Dirt]
Dancing" came about We went
all the way around the world
with that one."
Potts has gained numerous
advantages to lend to his stage
presence through the experience of performing throughout
the decades.
"It gives me a different attitude on how to perform.'' he
said. "I've learned a lot about
being out there from Othei
entertainers. They taught me
how to handle myself about
being on the road and the stage.
You borrow a few things from
other entertainers that have
been out there before \ on. I got
a lot of good advice."

Chelsea Upton II. conductor, is beginning his fourth
season with the Toledo
Symphony. He commented on
the aspects of Motown music
that the audience seems to
appreciate the most.
"It has a universal appeal,"
be said. "The music has. what
I call, a lot of hooks in it, and
so it's very easy to remember.
It's kind of a trip down memorj
lane for our audiences."
The combination of an orchestra with the sounds of popular
mainstream oldies music is a
different, yet satisfying experience. Such an experience is
what Potts finds to be the most
exciting aspect of this concert
"Singing with the string instni
merits is really a thrill." he said.
"Its a different feel altogether

Top
downloads on
■Tunes
for Sept. 14
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DO YOU LOVE IT?: Tic Contours might
bp known for then doo-wop beats, but tins
Saturday, they will boogie to the harmonious
beats of the Toledo Symphony Orchestra

and it really feels great"
Tipton Commented even further on thai idea, saving that
We're bringing together two

differeni genres of performing groups. I he Contours
is Motown/R&B, and then you
have the European classical
iitchestra. It's neat to blend 11II ise
two mediums together."
Along with performing "Do
You Love Me?," which hut-.
WT\

exclaimed without hesitation

is his favorite song to perform,
Ihe Contours, accompanied
by the symphony, will also pcrloi in songs such as It) I he Still
Of The Night" "Signed Sealed
Delivered," and medleys ol ihe
I-our Tops and The Temptations.

MCT
1. "SexyHack."

lustinTimberlake
ft. Timbaland
2. "Money Maker,"
l.udacris ft.
Pharrell

3. "Ring the Alarm,"
Beyonce
4. "Chasing Cars,"
Snow Patrol

5. "London Bridge,"
Fergie
6. "How to Save a Life,"
The Fray

I tie Be, Xi'wsrescr\es the right todecline.
ilisamlimit' ol reuse ain .iitu'lliMMiinl
siuli ,is Ibote lininil tii hi dl'
lacking in factual basis, misleading or
talse in nature. All .ulu'itiscincnls air
subject to editing ami apjitmal

8. "Come to Me (Mix
Show Clean),"
Diddy
9. "Crazy,"

ii ill Biffi II II

Hi
ACROSS

1 Texas mission
6 Composers' grp.
11
-fi

'tickets are available by calling
419-246-8O0a or online at www.
toledos) mphony.com

47
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49
50
52
54
56
58
62

Newlywed's transport?
Nuptial lead-in
Will contents
Symbol of Communism
Blades to cut blades
Leaning
Open sore
Agile deer

8 Rough
10 Hanging ornament

11
12
13
18
22

Sanitation transport?
Strong pink
Motionless
Actor Ayres
Word with engine or
bath
24 Big times

39
41
44
46
49

25
21
28
29

51
52
53
55

Peter Weller movie
Manipulator
Singer Lovett
Native American
transport?

Big books
Ice on the move
Actress Fabray
City in Rome
_Herzegovina
Emphatic refusal
Respond to
Quench
PMs

57 Small gull

59 Ranch worker
34 Pool stick
35 Coltrane's instrument 60 LSD. to users
61 Those people

36 Adored one

37 Beak's fleshy adjunct 64 Place to surf
65 Dander

Negative link
Singer Sumac
Scare word
Twistable joint
Pale
Not close-minded about
Storage rooms
Helmet
Old salt
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66 Approves
67 Attempter

68 "Tomorrow" musical
69 Born
70 Maternally related

Neighbor of 1ST
Wound cover
Unchanging
Israeli resort
Our country, slangily
Created
Change postal maps
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63 Racketeer's transport?

31 Toshiba rival

32
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7 Knight's title
9 Irish Rose's love

45 165. once

14 De Brunhofl's elephant
15 Mythical weeper
16 Forever and a day

17
19
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26
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30

1 French cleric
2 "I Remember Mama" <
acter
3 Somewhat
4 "_ Butterfly"
5 Noted speakers
6 Leaf-cutter, e.g.
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VOTED BEST PIZZA 14 STRAIGHT YEARS

PISRN€LLO'S
203 N. Moin ™
°
$5 75 Minimum
€€

Open Weekdays 4P.M.

a,V€BV

352-5166

See our coupon menu
In the telephone directory or
about our SPECIALS
.pisanellos.com

• Lunch Fn. • Sat. • Sun
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Travel

Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

Spring Break 2007 Celebration 20th
Anniversary *v Sun Splash Tours.
Free trip on every 12 before Nov. 1.
Free Meals & Parties. Hottest Deals
Ever. Group Discounts on 6- Hottest Spring Break Destinations 1 •
800-426-7710 sunsolashtours.com

Myles Baker Street a new pastry
shop dose to campus, is hiring full
lime and part time counter help.
EARLY mornings, afternoons, and
weekends Accepting applications at
Myles Dairy Queen 434 E. Wooster
St. 419-494-4468.

3 bdrm. house. 1 block from shuttle.
Garage. AC. WD hookup NO
PETS. $750 & ultl. 419-353-8208.

Retired teacher & professor will
share house with graduate student
or other professor 5 bdrm.. 2 wood
burning fireplaces, wooded lot. $255
mo. incld partial util. Call after 7 &
leave message 419-352-5523

Services Offered

Need cleaning person. Part time
Flexible hours Need transportation
419-265-9688. Lisa.

Pregnant? Confidential free & professional testing. BG Pregnancy
Cenler 419-354-4673.

EVERY SUNDAY
STEAK NIGHT
430-7:30
MCDONALD DINING CENTER
Learn a skill for life Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out at Sandersonstables com

Lifeguards Needed for the Nicnols
Therapy Pool Hours are varied Sal
ary $8 25 per hour. Must hold a Lifeguard Certification from the American Red Cross. YMCA or Ellis & Associates. Application packet may be
obtained from Wood County Board
of MR/DO. 11160 East Gypsy Lane
Rd.. Bowling Green. Ent. B. Monday
- Friday 8:00 am • 4 00 pm. E O.E.
Sports Technician
Provide and
coordinate appropriate training and
competition opportunities m Special
Olympics and unified sports activities. Part-time, contracted position,
position available until filled. Application packet may be obtained from
Wood County Board of MR/DD.
11160 East Gypsy Lane Rd.. Bowling Green, Ent B. Monday - Friday.
8 00 am ■ 4:00 pm. E O.E.

Affordable 1 bdrm . quiet & cozy.living room, fireplace, kitchen $395
mo plus electric. 419-654-5716.
Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now.
Monthly/semester & yr. long leases.
Fully lurmshed. includes all utilities
& 25" TV. Free wireless internet
Call 419 352-1520
■MM bUttflM MMndrtudtaq mm
CONDO FOR RENT-WESTON, OH
$650 mo. - Sec 2 BR. 1BA newly
remodeled, newer appliances. W'D.
Satellite ready, private deck, garage,
attic storage, pets OK. Assoc. fees
mcl. in rent. Please call Leslie
@419-494-4148.

Rooms for rent on a month to month
basis. Large bedrooms in small
town Good for the serious student
or someone not wanting the hassle
of finding sub-leasers. $350/month
all utilities included Serious inquiries only 419-352-9542 or email
storres@bgsualumni.com.
Simply styling our 1 bdrm apts
have lots of style for a price that is
simply perfect1 Special pricing avail.,
hurry in, this is a limited time offer.
Charing Cross 419 352-0590

1 & 2 bedroom apt.
New/quiet location w' laundry on site
Well maintained, w dishwasher
central AC Available Now
Call Heather at 419-354-6036
PIE IN THE SKY FRIDAY
CREATE YOUR OWN
PERSONAL PIZZA!
Lunch. 11 -2
FOUNDERS FOOD COURT

Wanted

For Sale

RUMMAGE SALE
at Trinity United Methodist Church,
corner of Summit & Court Sis BG
Thurs. 9 21; 9-6. Fri. 9 22. 9-4 (1/2
price day). Sal 9 23; 9-12 (bag dayl

SIGMA ALPHA LAMBDA NAT!
HONORS & LEADERSHIP ORG. IS
SEEKING FOUNDING OFFICERS
MEMBERS TO BEGIN A CAMPUS
CHAPTER at BGSU. CONTACT
3RS.ORG

00 Honda Accord Coupe EXL, V6.
Loaded wth 'leather, moonroof.
spoiler, all power, newer tires, new
timing belt. $8900 OBO. Call 419345-5050

Copper Beech Town Homes. Single
unit apt looking for 1 sublsr ASAP
or looking for Spr. Sem. Fully furn.
spacious kit., brand new appliances.
W/D, AC. central heat, breakfast
bar. hi-spd. cable & internet incld. m
rent. $650 mo. 216-538-0061.

Order your parly subs,
trays, salads 8 cookies from

Help Wanted

Cozy, quiet 1 bdrm. apt. in BG.
$455mo. No sec. dep . no util.
For more info call 419-352 9979

DiBenedettos

'BARTENDING! up to $300 day No
exp. necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

Campus Pollyeyes
Pizza. Sticks. Beer, and Football
on the Big Screen!
352-9638

d^dd&^bed

dan80totgbQ8u.edu

352-4663 or fax order 373 0504

Exotic Dancers
No experience needed, will tram.
Call after 8pm 1-877-258-2764

Lost/Found

Gnarls Barkley
10. "Call Me When
You're Sober,"
Evanescence

brought to you by

City Events

7. "Chain Hang Low,"

Jibbs

The Daily Crossword Fix

II yon can mash potato, and
MIII .,ui do the twist, he sure to
head to the Stianalian Ihe.itei
this weekend to tell the world
that you like it like this.

Hie He, Nm ivill m»i knowji.
Mhtrdscmenu ih.it (Uscrinlnile, u
I'nrouragi' iliscrimm.iiion igllnst in)
uidiviiliul or group on the busi- ol nee,
siv inliii i u-t-d. reli^im. iidlnnijl origin
MVIIJI iirn-nuiion disability sums as
,i veteran, or mi ihi bttb "I any othci
legally pniltxled status

WWWBCiNFWS.COM

Lost Nikon Coolpix digital camera
with gray case. Photos very important Lost Frl 9-8-06 or Sal 9-9-06
Please contact Brian at 941-5864195. $150 reward

Like to party7 Save money with
a kegerator! $275, will deliver.
See www.kegbooty.com for details

HELP WANTED Full & Part time positions available. All Seasons Lawn
& Landscape 419-354-1923
Jed's BBO S Brew 2531 S Reynolds (corner of Reynolds & Healhe
downs). Open interviews Sat. Sept
16. 11am - 4pm

For Rent

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $485!
On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance
• Patio
■Spacious kitchen
■ Pets welcome!

:"'

I GVPSYlAW
1

1 VmppwOn
1 V..II.M*-.

APARTMENTS
For Rent
602 Second Street. Apt. 2
Two Bedroom Apartment
Unfurnished within a house.Year
lease. $395 per mo. School lease
$450 per mo.Tenant pays all utilities.
244 N. Enterprise, Rm 1
Room for a male In a rooming house.
Share utilities, kitchen
and bath with other tenants.
$ 135.00 per month until 5/5/07
90S Napoleon Road
Three bedroom, 1.5 bath townhouse
with one car garage, appliances
including washer and dryer. Umlt 3
people.Tenant mows lawn. $800.00
per month.Tenant pays utilities.

FREE HEAT

N

t

1745 Limerick - Shamrock Village
located behind Bob Evans.Two
bedroom, 2 5 bath condo with
appliances Including washer and
dryer.One car garage. Limit 2
people.$900.00 per month.Tenant
pays utilities.
All Available Immedlatley
NO PETS!

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715 1*}

161 South Main Street
Howlint: Green

Male has furnished room (or rent
with freedom of house to a clean,
neat, and honest student. $200 deposit $250 rent 419-354-6117.
2 BR DUPLEX
CLEAN. QUIET. CLOSE
$540 MO. + UTIL. 419-352-1104

" Avail. Now Rms. low as $225 Mo.
Also units starting1-1-07 & 07-08
S.Y. @cartyrentals com. or call
419-353-0325 9am-9pm

VARWIf MKMM
AF-HBTMiNT*

Deluxe 1 bedroom furnished apt. on
Manville near the water tower. Available immediately 419-352-5239.

JOHN INEIVLOVE
REAL ESTATE, INC.
SI0E. ivoosri HSIKMI

aamnggrabo

{f ciAmsAfe\f //r<?mu^
9%a,m/At> /& 42.1-414
l-'-xit 15*) Corner of l-*r, and Rt 324

AI.I. STADIUM SKATING
Part} roam
.1
r,.r 1... 1 ini...
pMtlaa ..r null Kr..„p.
oil r.„- i,,fi.r,»Nli.Mi

2 Day Advance Ticket Sales
. GRIDIRON GANG IPG-13I
IHE BLACK DAHLIA |R|

7 15 10 00
7:10 9.50

(VERYOM'S HERO IGI
• THE COVENANT (PC-Ill

7:30 9:35
7 00 9:20

THE WICKER MAN ,PG 131
7:00 9 30
INVINCIBLE (PCI
7:00 9:30
ACCEPTEDIP8-I3I
7:4510:00
STEP UPiPC-131
7:109:40
WORLD TRADE CENTER IPG-13) 7:00 9:45
1AILAOE0A NIGHTS: IHE BALLAD OF RICKY
BOBBY(PO-II)
7 05 9:30
BARNYARD THE ORIGINAL PARTY
ANIMALS |N|
7:409:50
LITTLE MISS SUNSHINE IRI
720 940
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THE ANT BULLY (PG)

7109:10

MONSTER HOUSE INI
LITTLE MAN (PS-Ill
CLICK IN-1II

7109:10
7 20 9 30

7 00920
A PRAIRIE HOME COMPANION IPG-1J)7 00 920
CARS 101
7 009 20

